2020 JACKET RATING GUIDE

WATERPROOF RATING: 5000-15000mm
Waterproof protection from moderate to heavy rain and wet snow

- DF7672 & DF7672L TRI-TECH HARD SHELL JACKET
- DF7663 & DF7663L DRY TECH PARKA
- DF7634 & DF7634L DRY TECH SHELL SYSTEM JACKET
- EB538 & EB539 WEATHER RESIST SOFT SHELL JACKET
- DF7633 & DF7633L THERMO TECH JACKET
- J0760 & L0760 PREMIER SOFT SHELL JACKET
- DF7662 & DF7662L STRATA TECH SOFT SHELL JACKET
- J7678 & L7678 COAST TO COAST RAIN JACKET

WATERPROOF RATING: 400-3000mm
Waterproof protection from light to moderate rain and wet snow

- EB534 & EB535 RUGGED RIPSTOP SOFT SHELL JACKET
- EB530 & EB531 SOFT SHELL JACKET
- EB533 & EB533 SHADeD CROSSHATCH SOFT SHELL JACKET
- EB536 & EB537 SOFT SHELL PARKA
- J7695 & Y7695 EVERYDAY INSULATED SOFT SHELL JACKET
- J7705 & Y7705 GAME DAY™ SOFT SHELL JACKET
- J7604, L7604 & Y7604 EVERYDAY COLOUR BLOCK SOFT SHELL JACKET
- J7603, L7603, TJ7603 & Y7603 EVERYDAY SOFT SHELL JACKET
- J7605 & L7605 ESSENTIAL HOODED SOFT SHELL JACKET
- J7637 & L7637 ALL SEASON MESH LINED JACKET
- DF7636 & DF7636L MICRO TECH FLEECE LINED JACKET
- DF7635 & DF7635L DRY TECH LINER SYSTEM JACKET
**WATER RESISTANT**
Water resistance from very light rainfall and dry snow

**LIGHTESTWEIGHT**
Mild to warm for cool days

The key to cold weather dressing is layering. Mix and Match different layers. Mild + Warm = Warmer Warm + Warmer = Warmest